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Abstract- A novel partial-product reduction circuit for use in integer in the reduction tree. However, first we need to select a multiplier to
multiplication is presented. The High-Performance Multiplier (HPM) start from, our model multiplier. In principle, we can select any of the
reduction tree has the ease of layout of a simple carry-save reduction three logarithmic multipliers that were mentioned in the introduction:
array, but is in fact a high-speed low-power Dadda-style tree having a
worst-case delay which depends on the logarithm (O(log N)) of the word Wallace, Dadda, or TDM multipliers. Although it is claimed [11] to
length N. be less suitable for custom implementations than Wallace, we have

selected the Dadda multiplier as our model multiplier. The main
I. INTRODUCTION reason for this choice is that regardless of the word length N the

The integer multiplier is a very important and wide-spread building Dadda reduction tree always makes use of a minimal amount of
block of digital designs. When multiplier delay is a critical design circuitry, MOPT [3]:
parameter, designers tend to use well-known logarithmic multipliers
such as Wallace [1], Dadda [2], or TDM [3]. This class of multipliers MOPT = (N - 1) (N - 2) (1)
is based on a reduction tree, in which different schemes of compres- Here N - 1 cells are half adders, and the remainder are full adders.
sion of partial-product bits can be implemented, all with the result ' . . .

c

that the worst-case multiplier delay depends logarithmically on the Regarding the connectivity of cells, we are assuming a triangular
factor word length. ~~~~~~~~~reduction tree rather than a rectangular. The reason for this choice iS

To date, no regular way of inter-connecting the adding cells in that a triangular cell placement has a shorter total wire length thanTodaenrgla ayofite-cnecig headig elsi
a rectangular one (see Sec. II-A). Note that the unused area within asuch reduction trees has been proposed' and, thus, textbook array aorectng on see S Ae thattedun used

multipliers [5] are seriously considered [6] if layout regularity is boundilng box surrounding the trangular reduction tree could be used
the main concern and speed is not. It has, however, been shown for partial- roduct bit generating logic and decoupling capacitance.
by Callaway and Swartzlander [7] that not only speed is sacrificed Thus the resulting circuit footprint is rectangular also in this case
when an array multiplier is used instead of a logarithmic one, but A Design Method
also power. When comparing netlists of the reduction trees of a
32-b Wallace, a 32-b Dadda, and a 32-b TDM multiplier with the The Dadda is closely related to the Wallace multiplier in that they
partial-product compression array of a 32-b carry-save multiplier, the both have an O(log N) reduction in the reduction tree. In comparison
reduction trees on the average proved to be 2.3x faster and 3.0x to the Dadda multiplier algorithm, the Wallace algorithm creates a
more power efficient than the array [8]. shorter final pair of rows. There are claims [11], [12] that the shorter
We propose a new organization of the reduction tree, which final adder makes the Wallace multiplier faster than Dadda. This is

is based on a partial-product compression similar to the Dadda not true, since it is the delay profile from the reduction tree that
approach. The connectivity of the adding cells in the triangle-shaped matters and the delay profiles are almost identical for Wallace and
High-Performance Multiplier (HPM) reduction tree is completely Dadda multipliers.
regular. At the same time it exhibits a worst-case delay which depends The four steps needed to obtain an 8-b Dadda multiplier are shown
on the logarithm (O(log N)) of the word length N. in Fig. 1. The 64 partial-product bits are compressed into two rows,

which are fed to a fast final adder. In this representation, where carry,
II. THE HPM REDUCTION TREE sum, and primary partial-product bits are all represented as dots, it is

Typically parallel multipliers comprise three parts: primary partial- hard to interconnect the adding cells in a regular fashion. However,
product bit generation, performed either by simple AND gates or if special care is taken during the assignment of adding cells, the
Booth [9] or modified Booth recoding strategies [10]; partial-product result is the logarithmic depth High-Performance Multiplier (HPM)
bit compression, using either an irregular logarithmic tree or a regular reduction tree shown in Fig. 3(a). Circuitry for primary partial-
array; andfinal addition, consuming the output of the partial-product product bit generation is omitted in the figure-the very short wires
bit compression with an adder whose performance is tailored to match represent primary partial-product bits.
the output delay profile of the compression circuitry [3]. The three-over-two compression is visible when inspecting

The focus of this paper is on a reduction tree that is easy to place Fig. 3(a) since every other row of adding cells takes two carry vectors
and route and has a logarithmic logic depth. We will describe a and one sum vector as inputs, whereas the other rows take one carry
connectivity strategy that enables a regular organization of the cells vector and two sum vectors. The encircling scheme leading to an

HPM tree is shown in Fig. 2.
1Luk and Vuillemin [4] introduced a regular layout of a reduction tree

with logarithmic depth, however, since the primary outputs of the tree are Fig. 3 illustrates why a triangular cell placement iS preferred for the
embedded in the center of the layout, it is difficult to interface the reduction HPM: wire routing is simple and thus it is easy to write a generator-
tree with the final adder. or to make a custom design. Also, if the wires used to route the
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Fig. 3. Different cell placements for the HPM reduction tree. The rectangular shape has larger total wire length.
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Fig. 1. The four steps leading to an 8-b Dadda multiplier. Two dots that are
tied together by a line represent a sum and a carry. If the line is crossed, it
is a half adder producing the sum and carry, otherwise it is a full adder. TheL Js J J
cell type is also indicated by the number of bits that are encircled. 5
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primary partial-product bits are ignored, the total wire length for an 8- ~.\N N \
b multiplier is approximately 38% shorter for the triangle compared to MSB LSB

the rectangle. (Here, we assumed square-shaped adding cells and that Fig. 2. The six steps leading to an 8-b HPM tree. Note that the six steps do
45 degree wires are allowed. The estimated wire length is calculated not imply a linear logic depth. The logic depth is still logarithmic.
as the distance between the cells it connects.) The primary partial-
product bits can be generated locally within the reduction tree, or
outside it; either way more wires than just sum and carry wires need

tecmaio ihteHMrdcinte:tecrysv ocp

to be routed inside the reduction tree. tecmaio ihteHMrdcinte:tecrysv ocp
Modified Booth recoding could, of course, be employed to reduce was used in a triangular minimal-hardware placement, rather than in

the number of primary partial-product bits, but that is out of the scope the more common rectangular placement.
of this paper. However, there is no difference between the HPM tree We have found a way to build the reduction circuitry for both the
and a Wallace (or a Dadda) tree in the way Booth recoding is used. CSA and HPM multipliers using the same overall structure of cells,

which is depicted in Fig. 4. Our task now is to design the individual
B. Layout Organization clls soas to- ob-tai-n the- desird roti-ng ewencls
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Fig. 4. The overall reduction structure used to build both the HPM and CSA multipliers. Boxes marked H contain half adders and wiring, unmarked boxes
contain full adders and wiring, and cells marked W contain only wiring.
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Fig. 5. The routing patterns for full adder, half adder and wiring cells in the HPM and the CSA multipliers. In both cases, these cells are combined into the
structure shown in Fig. 4. As long as primary partial-product bits remain to be compressed, the HPM compresses only those, ignoring sum and carry bits as
long as possible. This is in contrast to the CSA, in which most FA cells consume one primary partial-product bit for each compression stage.

used to convert the leftmost two partial-product bits into a sum and are a little more complicated, because they also have an input carry
an output carry. The output carry is passed rightwards, and the only bit. However, the strategy is similar: For the HPM, we process the
remaining question is how to place the sum bit among the remaining sum bit as late as possible, as before, and we also process the input
K-2 partial-product bits, to give the desired K- 1 outputs. For the carry as late as possible, Fig. 5(b). Thus, these two bits are passed as
HPM, we have already decided to process sum and carry bits as late far to the right as possible. For the CSA, these two bits are instead
as possible, so we place the sum bit as far to the right as possible, passed as far to the left as possible, so that they are processed by the
since the adding cells process bits from the left. For the CSA, the sum cell immediately below this one, Fig. 5(e). Similarly, the W cells are
bit should be processed by the cell below this one, so we place the designed to give the required connectivity, Figs 5(c) and 5(f).
sum bit as far to the left as possible. The cells containing full adders As a sanity check, consider the leftmost of the two tallest columns
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in the overall structure shown in Fig. 4. This column receives 8 be noted that since wiring in the HPM tree is regular, increased wire
primary partial-product bits from the top, and 5 input carry bits from spacing can be applied in a systematic way to reduce crosstalk.
the left. The 6 cells produce a total of 6 sum bits. The following

C

sequence indicates the order in which these 19 bits are consumed:
[pp, ppp, ppp, scs, csc, scs, cs], starting with the two primary We also compared the power dissipation of the HPM reduction
partial-product bits consumed by the half adder, and ending with the tree to the CSA reduction circuitry using HSpice. Here we used post-
carry/sum pair that is the output at the bottom of the column. The layout extracted 0.35-am netlists together with random input data. In
remaining groups of three are the inputs to successive full adders as our analysis we found that a 16-b HPM reduction tree is 1.9x more
we move down the column. Here, the pattern of alternating sum and power efficient than the CSA reduction array, and this is due to a
carry bits, processed late, is clear. For the same column in the CSA, smaller number of transitions [7].
however, the pattern is [pp, spp, csp, csp, csp, csp, cs]. The IV. CONCLUSION
input carry and sum for a given cell are consumed in the cell below.
The reader might like to compare these patterns with the relevant he haveintroduced a new reduction tree for integer multiplication
coun*nFg () the High-Performance Multiplier (HPM) reduction tree, which hascolumns in Fig. 3(a). 9

an O(log N) delay dependence on word length N. The connectivity
III. EVALUATION of adding cells in the reduction tree is regular and we have shown

First, a 16-b HPM reduction tree was formally verified using that routing becomes trivial, which can be utilized in any type of
gate-level VHDL netlists in a functional equivalence-checking tool design method; fully automatic, custom, or somewhere in between.
(Formality). Then we evaluated the HPM tree in three different In contrast to other logarithmic multipliers, like Wallace, the design
ways: i) To validate the logarithmic delay, we compared HPM to effort for a custom-made HPM multiplier is very limited; in fact
both Wallace and TDM trees. ii) To evaluate the relative crosstalk we showed that it is as low as for a textbook array multiplier. The
sensitivity of HPM, we compared it to the CSA array. iii) Finally, to predictable wiring resulting from the regularity of the HPM tree can
make sure the glitch power associated with regular reduction circuits enable both systematic sizing of logic circuitry and systematic wire
is effectively suppressed, we compared the power dissipation of HPM spacing engineering so as to minimize total multiplier delay.
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